GOOD TO KNOW
fidbox®– monitors your room climate

Invisible installation under the parquet

BAUWERK®
Parquet
The importance of maintaining a healthy indoor climate

The indoor climate has a substantial impact on our well-being, productivity and health. With wooden floors adapting to the indoor climate, suboptimal conditions affect humans and parquet floors alike. If conditions are very dry, gaps, deformations or even cracks may appear. If the air is particularly humid, the wood absorbs excess amounts of humidity and may start to swell and warp.

Fidbox monitors your room climate

About Fidbox

The Fidbox measuring device records the room temperature in the screed and the wood. Installed underneath a parquet strip, the box is invisible to the naked eye. Data are automatically recorded every eight hours.

Minimum floor size for installing a Fidbox

The smallest individual room size in which a Fidbox can be installed is 30 m², the minimum total parquet area 50 m² – no matter whether you have fully bonded parquet and/or underfloor heating.

How do I access the data?

The data saved in the Fidbox can be read any time by wireless transmission.

Current room climate data can be accessed via the Fidbox app – an instant and convenient way of getting all the data you need. Should one of the values be suboptimal, the app will suggest ways to improve the room climate.

Parquet manufacturers and installers who work with Fidboxes can read and provide you with long-term measurements, i.e. the entire range of data recorded since the initial installation.

Fidbox – benefits at a glance:

› Reliable room climate data for up to seven years
› Room climate can be monitored via an app with early warning and suggested action functions
› Any cause for damage is easily identified
Fidbox app

Functions of the Fidbox app

› Easy monitoring of room climate via smart phone.
› Clear presentation of measured data.
› Individual setting of synchronisation period.

Installation of the Fidbox app

1. Ouvrir l’App Store pour iPhone et iPad, Google play pour Android
2. Chercher l’appli Fidbox
3. Démarrer l’installation
4. Enregistrer Fidbox
Please contact us at the following addresses with your questions and orders:

› in Switzerland:
  Bauwerk Parkett AG
  Neudorfstrasse 49
  CH-9430 St. Margrethen
  T +41 71 747 74 74
  F +41 71 747 74 75
  info@bauwerk.com

› in Germany:
  Bauwerk Parkett GmbH
  Bahnhofstraße 77
  DE-72411 Bodelshausen
  T +49 7471 70 00
  F +49 7471 700 136
  bodelshausen@bauwerk.com

› in Austria:
  Bauwerk Parkett
  Vertriebs GmbH
  Gnigler Strasse 61
  A-5020 Salzburg
  T +43 662 873 871 0
  F +43 662 872 982 34
  salzburg@bauwerk.com

› in France:
  Bauwerk France SARL
  Savoie Hexapole / Actipole 4
  Rue Maurice Herzog
  F-73420 Viviers du Lac
  T +33 479 34 17 12
  F +33 479 34 18 94
  france@bauwerk.com

www.bauwerk-parkett.com
shop.bauwerk-parkett.com